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Iowa veterinarian looks for ways to invest in Nepal after quake
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By Vanessa Miller, The Gazette

First in an occasional
series.

IOWA CITY— The
mother-baby floor —
famous for its infant
coos and cries and first

meetings and feedings — is
supposed to be the “happy
floor.” But even that unit
at MercyOne Medical

Center in Des
Moines has
been hit by one
of the biggest
problems in
health care: a
critical nurs-
ing shortage
and its fraught
fallout.

“It’s a big
floor,” said

Jill Hayes, a longtime
registered nurse who just
turned 60 and has been
a MercyOne mainstay in
that popular unit since
1996. “We have 40 beds.
And it’s a lot of running …
you hurt.”

COSTLY BUT CRITICAL:
Nurses travel to blunt shortage

Several nurses, who declined to be named out of fear of employer retaliation, protest Sept. 29 outside of the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics
in response to news from hospital unit leaders that nurses will have to start caring for an extra patient. (Geoff Stellfox/The Gazette)

UI spent $42.3M
last year on them
as pandemic
fallout persists

“I can’t tell you how many nurses I know that are staff nurses and talk to a
few travel nurses and the next thing you know they’re going to go travel, too.”
Wesley Fish, of Poplar Bluff, Mo., who said he rejoined the traveling nurse ranks at the start of COVID-19

By Sarah Watson, Quad-City Times

Christina Bohannan begins many campaign
stops with the same story.

Growing up in a town of about 700 in Florida
in a trailer, she says the going got rough for her
family when her dad, a construction worker,
grew sick with emphysema and lost his health
insurance.

“That’s when I realized that sometimes bad
things happen to good people,” Bohannan told a
group of Scott County Democrats at an outdoor
August campaign stop.

She pledged to ensure the future of the

Democrat Bohannan
takes on incumbent

By Sarah Watson, Quad-City Times

With a backdrop of spotless cars that spanned
the decades of the 20th century in Dahl Ford’s
Old Car Home in Davenport, Mariannette Mill-
er-Meeks told dozens of Republicans she’d work
to bring down rising prices and be a check on the
Biden administration if re-elected to Congress.

It was June, seven months after she an-
nounced her intention to seek re-election, and
the average price of gasoline that day was $4.62 a
gallon — nearing Iowa’s peak before falling un-
der $4 in late summer.

“It (the cars) hearkens back to a day when

GOP’s Miller-Meeks
seeks second term

Iowa U.S. Rep. Mariannette
Miller-Meeks speaks Nov. 10,
2021, at the Dahl Old Car Home
in Davenport to announce her
run for re-election in the new
1st Congressional District. (Meg
McLaughlin/Quad-City Times)

Congressional candidate Chris-
tina Bohannan, a Democrat
from Iowa City, appears Oct. 11
in Davenport for a panel discus-
sion about abortion. (Gary L.
Krambeck/Quad-City Times)

1ST DISTRICT VOTERS Democrats 161,018 active voters | Republicans 158,501 active voters | No Party 150,570 active voters | Other 3,612 active voters

Democrats 31,886 inactive voters | Republicans 19,936 inactive voters | No Party 51,573 inactive voters | Other 1,354 inactive voters (all numbers as of October)

● Corridor
campuses
expand
efforts to
churn out
nurses, 6A
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FINDING SUPPORT
Business 380, 1E

Orthopedic Knee
and Hip Seminar

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. | Mercy Medical Center

Register at mercycare.org/orthoevent
Featured speaker is Dr. Omar Akhtar, MD, FAAOS, FAAHKS

Physicians’ Clinic of Iowa Orthopedic Surgeon
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Even with all the rush-
ing through long shifts
over nights and on week-
ends, the mother-baby
unit for decades was a
popular destination for
nurses.

“For years, you did
not see anybody leave,”
she said. “It was hard to
get on the floor. There
was never an opening
unless somebody retired.
I mean, they stayed
forever.”

And then the pan-
demic arrived. And like
a gust of wind toppling
a house of cards, nurses
near retirement, looking
for better pay or smol-
dering toward burnout
submitted two-week no-
tices in droves.

“A few left right be-
fore,” Hayes said. “And
then COVID kind of just
got them out the door.”

MercyOne is hardly
unique in its new nurs-
ing normal, character-
ized by shortages and
shift holes plugged by
staffers on overtime and
by “traveling nurses”
— trained and educated
nurses who contract
with agencies to fill
openings nationally for
temporary stints that can
last days, weeks, months
or longer.

Those travelers face
a conflicted reception
from the staff nurses
they work alongside.
Some, overwhelmed
by ballooning patient
loads and medications
to juggle, feel relief at
the extra hands. Others
harbor contempt for the
higher wages that trav-
elers make — costing
their hospitals millions
— even as the temporary
nurses are less familiar
with the facilities, pro-
cesses and doctors.

Contradictions also
characterize the larger
hospital relationship
with traveling-nurse
staffing agencies — as
facility executives plead
with, praise and thank
agencies behind the
scenes while publicly be-
moaning the need to use
them.

“In order to maintain

capacity, there’s more
reliance on agency,” Uni-
versity of Iowa Health
Care Chief Financial
Officer Mark Henrichs
told the state Board of
Regents in April about
his system’s 35 percent
expense spike in travel-
ing nurses over the pre-
vious six-month span.
“Hopefully that’ll kind of
change over time.”

But it hasn’t yet, and
UIHC spending shows it.

In the 2020 budget year
— which started in 2019,
before the pandemic —
UIHC paid a combined
$10.2 million to seven
temporary nurse staffing
agencies, according to
spending data The Ga-
zette obtained through a
public records request.

That jumped to
$15.5 million in the 2021
budget year and then
$42.3 million in the bud-
get year that just ended
— a fourfold spike over
two years showing that
even as COVID-19 con-
cerns have waned, the
costly fallout from its
stress on nurses hasn’t.

“You see more absen-
teeism,” one UI Hospital
and Clinics intensive
care nurse said recently
at a protest held outside
the hospital over admin-
istrative warnings that
nurse-patient loads could
rise. “You see nurses
leaving the industry alto-
gether. Suicide rates are

going up among nurses.”
UIHC officials told

The Gazette that even
as they race to recruit
more staff, the campus
remains reliant on tem-
porary nurses — with
payment to its traveling
nurse providers topping
$23.4 million just three
months into the new bud-
get year. That already
is more than half of last
year’s total, 52 percent
more than UIHC spent
in all of fiscal 2021 and
130 percent more than it
spent in all of fiscal 2020.

Officials reported
more than 250 traveling
nurses working across
its campus in September,
up from about 100 in July
2021 and about 50 in July
2020. Nearly a decade
ago, in 2014, UIHC had
the full-time equivalent
of just nine traveling
nurses.

“Like most other
health systems around
the country, we have
seen an increase in staff
turnover during the pan-
demic, which has in turn
led to an increase in the
use of travel nurses —
not only to fill open roles,
but also to support our
staff,” UIHC administra-
tors said in a statement.
“We are actively recruit-
ing to fill hundreds of
nursing roles in various
units, and travel nurses
are helping to bridge the
gap until we fill roles

permanently.”
In June, for example,

UIHC held two large-
scale “we’ll train you”
nurse-recruiting events
providing on-site in-
terviews and same- or
next-day job offers for all
clinical care positions,
including registered
and licensed nurses and
nursing assistants.

As of Friday, UIHC
had about 340 open
nursing jobs — equal
to more than 10 percent
of its 3,000-plus total
nursing team— and 150
open clinical positions,
including medical lab
technicians, physical
therapists, phlebotomists
and psychiatric social
workers.

The hospital system
has a total health care
staff topping 11,000.

Like nurses in hospi-
tals nationally — includ-
ing in Wisconsin, where
thousands recently
planned a walkout over
pay, safety and staffing
issues, and in Michigan,
where nurses voted to
strike before reaching a
tentative contract deal —

UIHC nurses in late Sep-
tember protested their
work conditions.

The protesters outside
UIHC last month —
waving signs with
messages like, “Stop
asking me to be less of a
nurse” and “Safe staffing
saves lives” — demanded
UIHC do more to attract
and retain not only
staff nurses but their
traveling counterparts.

“Our staffing … is
going to be some of the
most challenging that it
has been,” a UIHC unit
nurse manager told to
her team in a Sept. 23
email obtained by The
Gazette.

The manager warned
of intensive care unit
plans to “triple patients
that have orders for the
floor” and said some
nurses could see a pa-
tient-load increase up to
five at a time.

“Challenges will con-
tinue for the adult inpa-
tient staffing through
mid-November,” the
manager wrote in the
email. “This is really
hard to hear for all of

us, and I understand the
feelings of being frus-
trated and nervous for
what the future is going
to bring.”

PATIENT IMPACT
Half of nurses nation-

ally who responded to
an August survey by the
American Nurses Foun-
dation — 55 percent of
them in acute care hos-
pitals — said their units
were short the registered
nurses needed “with the
right knowledge and
skills” up to 49 percent of
the time.

About 66 percent of
all nurses and 74 percent
in acute care said they
sometimes, seldom or
never have the ancillary
staff they need. Fewer
than half — 42 percent
— said they considered
their work environment
to be healthy or positive,
and nearly half said they
will or might leave direct
patient care within six
months.

Topping the list of
things those nurses said
employers could do to
improve work satisfac-
tion were increasing
compensation and the
number of nurses and
support staff.

“Nurses are sounding
the alarm that quality
care is at risk and con-
cerns are high over a

Nurses/Protesting work conditions
; FROM PAGE 1A

‘We know that we need more
nurses,’ UI president says

By Vanessa Miller, The Gazette

IOWA CITY— The need
for nurses is so deep that
the University of Iowa — in
seeking a $12 million boost in
state appropriations for next
year — vowed to commit a
majority of that newmoney,
if granted, to growing the
nursing workforce.

“We know that we need
more nurses,” UI President
Barbara Wilson on Thursday
told the Iowa City Noon
Rotary. “Our College of
Nursing is a top-rated college.
But it’s not as big as it needs
to be.”

Concerted efforts to grow
the UI College of Nursing,
which boasts a bachelor of sci-
ence in nursing program tied
for No. 9 nationally in the 2022-
23 U.S. News &World Report
rankings, has resulted in an
11 percent enrollment bump
over five years to 160 students
today.

“This increase has fully
tapped the existing capacity of
the college — both in terms of
needed space and equipment
for clinical training and the
instructors needed for educat-
ing new students,” according
to the UI request to the Iowa
Legislature, which committed
$7 million of the $12 million
ask to nurse-related training
efforts. “Increasing faculty
ranks and renovating existing
infrastructure are the next
steps to develop more nurses
for Iowa.”

Given the torrent of nurse
departures and ever-swelling
nurse demand regionally and
nationally — as Americans
live longer and nurses are
embedded into new settings
beyond hospitals, like grocery
stores and workplaces — the
UI is not alone in plotting in-
novative ways to churn out
recruits.

Colleges, universities and
trade schools are ramping up
nurse-related partnerships,
scholarships, internships and
mentorships.

Among the budding nurse
education collaborations
locally is one Kirkwood
Community College and the
UI finalized in September
— letting Kirkwood nursing
graduates transfer seamlessly

to the UI College of Nursing to
complete their bachelor’s in
nursing.

Mercy Medical Center in
Cedar Rapids this year un-
veiled a collaboration with
nearby Mount Mercy Univer-
sity to help students complete
nursing degrees with minimal
debt and job experience.

“Mercy has since entered
into similar partnerships
with nursing programs at Coe
College and Kirkwood Com-
munity College and others are
in development,” according to
Mercy spokeswoman Karen
VanderSanden.

Coe this month debuted the
$2.8 million David and Janice
McInally Center for Health &
Society adjacent Cedar Rapids’
55-square-block MedQuarter,

aimed at connecting students
in health-related fields — like
nursing students — with the
district’s two major hospitals.

As part of Coe’s debt-reduc-
ing programs with Mercy and
UnityPoint Health-St. Luke’s
Hospital, Coe nursing students
can get financial aid and part-
time work at Mercy while
finishing school. Through
Coe’s St. Luke’s collaboration,
students can have tuition and
fees covered for their final two
terms — potentially qualifying
for a sign-on bonus if they join
select inpatient nursing units.

The University of Northern
Iowa has a “unique Nursing
3+1 biology program” that
works with Allen College in
Waterloo to get students two
degrees in four years. Stu-
dents in that program study
biology for three years at UNI
before transferring to Allen
College to complete an accel-
erated bachelor of science in
nursing program.

In the end, graduates will
leave with a UNI biology de-
gree and Allen College with a
BSN.

And the UI also recently
announced a “Nursing: entry
into practice” master’s degree
— characterized as a full-time
accelerated “direct-entry”
program preparing non-nurse
graduates of all academic
backgrounds to become prac-
ticing nurses in 15 months.

The first cohort of that pro-
gram starts in the spring.

“When fully implemented,
the college will be able to
increase its capacity with
the intention to graduate 48
additional nurses per year,”

according to Board of Regents
documents, characterizing
that as a 30 percent boost
in the number of nurses UI
will pour into the workforce
annually.

But upping enrollment from
160 to more than 200 a year
will require more resources
— including 10 new faculty, UI
officials report.

“Nursing faculty who are
innovative and committed to
educating the next generation
of nurses are in high demand
across the Midwest and be-
yond,” UI officials said in ask-
ing the state for more money.
“The requested additional
funding from the state will
ensure that we can attract 10
exceptional new faculty from
across the country, pay them
a competitive salary, and pro-
vide support for curriculum
development, professional
development, and clinical re-
search opportunities.”

The support includes reno-
vating a15-year-old “Nursing
Clinical Education Center”
— a joint venture between UI
Health Care’s Department of
Nursing Services and Patient
Care and the UI College of
Nursing. The 20,000-square-
foot center includes an 11-
room clinical simulation lab
for practicing “sophisticated
and complex” specialty and
clinical situations.

While the lab was state-
of-the-art when it debuted in
2007, today it needs new tech-
nology and more space, the UI
says.

Comments: (319) 339-3158; vanessa.
miller@thegazette.com

Corridor campuses expand efforts to churn out nurses

The David and Janice McInally Center for Health & Society at Coe College in
Cedar Rapids is pictured Sept. 29. The facility will offer education in health
care to students no matter their major, including a minor in health and society
studies as well as partnerships for students at facilities in the Cedar Rapids
MedQuarter. (Jim Slosiarek/The Gazette)

UI spending for traveling nurses

Gazette graphicSource: University of Iowa Health Care

The University of Iowa has seen its travel nurse spending soar in recent years. Below is a
breakdown of the amount it has paid each of its seven contracted traveling nurse agencies
between the 2020 budget year and the current budget year, through Oct. 6.
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“Nurses are sounding the alarm
that quality care is at risk and
concerns are high over a healthy
and safe work environment.”
American Nurses Foundation
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healthy and safe work
environment,” according
to the American Nurses
Foundation.

Although hospital
administrators have said
they’d prefer to meet
staffing needs by hiring
permanent workers,
75-year-old David Leitsch
said he had mostly
traveling nurses during
his recent COVID-19
hospitalization at UIHC
— and felt he had good
care.

“I was really sur-
prised,” Leitsch, of Iowa
City, told The Gazette
about learning so many
caring for him weren’t
on staff. “I haven’t been
in the hospital for 25
years, but I was just star-
tled to discover that they
were almost all traveling
nurses.”

He wouldn’t have
known had he not
asked, adding, “I had no
complaints about the
care.”

Likewise, UIHC staff
nurse Ashley Lynn said
her cardiac unit has
“quite a few travelers”
and — though she views
them as temporary —
she wants them around
until administrators
make permanent hires
“so that I can do my job
in a quality way.”

“They do wonderful,”
she said.

But the constant turn-
over and cycling in and
out of new and different
faces can be wearing and
create meaningful rela-
tionship and knowledge
gaps, said MercyOne
nurse Hayes — worried
not just about nurses
who travel from other
states but those who
travel or float among dif-
ferent floors in the same
hospital.

“I think the care has
suffered tremendously
from all this switch-
ing around,” she said.
“I think it’s not having
people familiar with our
protocols, because they
can be a little different in
different areas. It’s hard
enough for us to keep up
with how they change.”

UIHC— planning to
add hundreds of thou-
sands of square feet to its
sprawling reach in the
next few years, including
a new campus in North
Liberty and plans for
a new inpatient tower
in Iowa City — often
reports its current 866
inpatient beds are at or
near capacity.

Despite concerns
about staffing ratios,
though, administrators
reiterated their commit-
ment to “providing safe,
high-quality care.”

“In health care, staff-
ing is flexible and we
safely match resources
with constantly changing
patient care needs,” said
UI Hospitals and Clinics
Interim Chief Executive
Officer Kim Hunter, who
also serves as chief nurs-
ing executive.

The hospital has
earned three of five pos-
sible stars in a federal
patient satisfaction rat-
ing — falling below state
averages in all 10 cat-
egories and at or below
national averages in all
but two.

It scored the lowest
on questions of whether
patient rooms are quiet
at night and whether
patients get help when
they want it, according
to the U.S. Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid
Services, which annu-
ally conducts a hospital
survey.

‘ALTERED HEALTH CARE
ALTOGETHER’

Even as more hands
on deck would be help-
ful, among the reasons
UIHC and others want to
curtail temporary nurses
is cost.

While the full-time
average base salary for
UIHC staff nurses is
about $70,000 — a figure
that varies depending
on experience — travel-
ers make more while
also receiving benefits
from their agencies. The
average traveling nurse
in Iowa makes $88,928,
according to an Oct. 1
report from Nurse.org, a
trade publication.

A majority of states
report average annual
traveling nurse pay over
$90,000 — including six
paying travelers an aver-
age over $100,000.

Iowa is tied for fourth
lowest in staff nurse pay,
with an average annual
salary of $64,990 for reg-
istered nurses. That puts
it nearly $20,000 below
the national average of
$82,750 and below most
bordering states, like
Minnesota’s $84,030.

UIHC uses seven “tem-
porary nurse” agencies,
according to payment
data reviewed by The Ga-
zette. It uses Aya Health-
care the most, paying
that agency nearly
$28 million in the just-
completed budget year,
compared with $4.2 mil-
lion to the next closest
agency.

The $28 million to Aya
last year was more
than four times the
$6.6 million UIHC paid
the agency in fiscal 2021
and more than nine
times the about $3 mil-
lion it paid Aya in fiscal
2020. Just a quarter into

this budget year, UIHC
has paid Aya $15.5 mil-
lion —more than half
last year’s total.

The onslaught of trav-
eling nurse requests is a
nationwide phenomenon,
Aya Executive Vice Pres-
ident Chrystal Fugett
said.

“We had hundreds
and hundreds of
hospitals coming to us.
… One hospital said we
need 2,000 nurses in a
week,” Fugett said of
her agency’s experience
during the height of
COVID-19. “To give you
context, we were placing
about 600 (nurses) a
week all over the nation.
So we had to do more
than double that in just
one location, while still
helping all of our other
hospitals nationwide.”

Most hospitals didn’t
need 2,000 nurses, but
rather 200, 100 or 50.
They needed them ur-
gently, though, bucking
Aya’s norm of providing
workers four weeks out.

“These hospitals are
saying, half of our staff
is sick, we do not have
the patient ratios that we
need to have, we’re not at
a safe capacity, we need
people here in a week,”
she said. “So we had to
figure out how to get
through a lot of the red
tape and how to be very
thoughtful with getting
people in there that were
still qualified.”

Pre-pandemic, Aya
had between 10,000 and
11,000 clinicians placed

at any given time. At
COVID-19’s peak, the
agency had nearly 50,000
placed. Aya today has
more than 45,000 work-
ing clinicians on assign-
ment, and Fugett doesn’t
expect that will fall back
to pre-pandemic levels
soon — if ever.

“I really do think that
there were so many mon-
umental things that hap-
pened during the pan-
demic that have altered
health care altogether,”
she said.

While the entire
American workforce
experienced a “turnover
tsunami” during the
pandemic, she said, “It
was further exacerbated
in health care because of
those challenging work-
ing conditions.”

Health care workers
experienced an amplified
fear of their own mortal-
ity, saw unprecedented
death and had to make
excruciating decisions —
while working 36 hours
at a time, Fugett said.

“We’re talking a real
wartime effort,” she
said. “And so now we are
seeing a ton of burnout
where people are like,
‘You know what, I’m
not leaving health care
altogether, but I’m tak-
ing three months off.’ Or
they take the whole sum-
mer off, and the hospital
has to fill that position.”

Before COVID-19, ac-
cording to Fugett, the
concept of becoming a
traveling nurse “was
a puzzle piece that had
to fit directly into their
lives.” Having kids or
a working spouse, for
example, often made the
prospect unreasonable.

Today, though,
COVID-19 has expanded
the jobs and schooling
people can do remotely.
More nurse spouses, for
example, can continue
doing their jobs from
new communities —
allowing families to
increase their income
while experiencing other
parts of the country.
That travelers can take
off more time between
assignments is a perk.

“It gives people this
different type of fortified
mental, emotional, and
physical awareness and
alertness that they need
to go back and do the job
two weeks later,” Fugett
said.

THE MONEY
Traveling nurses

historically have made
more than their staff
counterparts — a reality
the pandemic exacer-

bated. Aya recruiters
found it hard to persuade
nurses to go to high-risk
places like New York,
where they had to reuse
their protective gear and
work long hours to care
for patients dying from a
highly contractible virus.

“But it’s always been
true that travelers need
a little bit more than
staff just because of the
fact that they have to go
somewhere new every 13
weeks,” Fugett said.

The agencies provide
benefits such as health
insurance and 401Ks.
And hospitals and pro-
viders typically pay the
agencies a flat, hourly fee
for the nurses — cover-
ing associated costs like
background checks, drug
screening, overtime pay,
housing, transportation,
parking and bonuses.

UIHC officials said
agencies determine
howmuch to pay the
traveling nurses from
that flat fee. The univer-
sity recently extended
its agency contracts
through December 2023,
but didn’t provide The
Gazette with contracts
showing whether rates
have changed.

The Aya agency — like
its nurses on the ground
— has gotten used to
the mixed messages and
receptions they receive
from hospital adminis-
trators who need them,
but wish they didn’t.

As executives aired
hopes to move away
from using travelers,
Fugett said, “We were
on the phone with CEOs
of hospitals that were
in tears, saying we need
help.”

‘MY COUNTRY NEEDS ME’
Although the money

is nice, 52-year-old Wes-
ley Fish, of Poplar Bluff,
Mo., said he rejoined the
traveling nurse ranks at
the start of COVID-19 to
help. Years earlier, he
served as a Navy ship
repairman and then in
military law enforce-
ment before pursuing a
nursing degree when a
friend suggested he be-
come a different kind of
first responder.

With a new nurs-
ing degree in 2013, Fish
landed a staff job for
four years before test-
ing his traveler chops.
That lasted a little over
a year before he snagged
another staff job closer to
his seven kids and wife.
And then COVID-19 hit,
and his military roots
motivated him to pack
his bags.

“That’s when I said,
I’m a vet, I served my
country, and my country
needs me again,” he said.
“I have a skill set that
they need desperately.
And so I was back on
the road traveling for
COVID.”

Fish started in New
Jersey in April 2020 for
an eight-week stint, and
then took several weeks
off before heading to
southern California for
six months. “I’ve been
working these crisis con-
tracts,” he said.

Fish has served stints
in St. Louis, Miami, Port-
land and then Iowa City
— spending 13 weeks at
the UIHC in the cardio-
vascular ICU, wrapping
up his time at the end of
June. He likes the ser-
vice piece and that he
gets to learn new skills
and see new places.

“And, very honestly,
the money — it makes
it worth me leaving my
family for three months
to six months at a time,”
he said. “As a travel
nurse, we make two
and a half to three times
more than a staff nurse.”

Registered nurses na-
tionally earn on average
$39.78 an hour, accord-
ing to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, which
reports Iowa pays an av-
erage of $31.25 an hour.

“A travel nurse makes
on average $80-plus an
hour,” Fish said. “My
average pay right now is
about $3,500 a week.”

Though Fish ex-
pected animosity from
staff nurses he joins for
monthslong stretches,
most have been welcom-
ing — and, on occasion,
so understanding they
later join him on the
“other side.”

“I can’t tell you how
many nurses I know that
are staff nurses and talk
to a few travel nurses
and the next thing you
know they’re going to go
travel, too,” Fish said.

MercyOne nurse
Hayes said even she
considered swapping her
stable staff job for one
taking her across the
country — and might
have made the move if
she were younger.

But with fewer and
fewer resources and
more work, Hayes, like
many of her peers, is fac-
ing the internal conflict
of whether to stay.

“We’re just not get-
ting any of that benefit
of staying,” she said.
“There’s no incentive.”

Comments: (319) 339-3158;
vanessa.miller@thegazette.com

Nurses/Fewer resources, more work
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Traveling nurse Wesley Fish loads up his Jeep on July 1 at his rental home in Mount Vernon. The veteran from Missouri said he got a nursing degree “and so I was back
on the road traveling for COVID.” (Geoff Stellfox/The Gazette)

Wages of registered nurses in Iowa

Gazette graphicSource: 2022 Iowa Wage Report by Iowa Workforce Development

According to Iowa Workforce Development, annual entry-level wages for Iowa’s
registered nurses are $53,452 and mean wages are $64,990. Experienced
RNs earn $70,760.
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